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Executive Summary (One Minute Read)
Earle & Earle (FedCFamC1F) - family law - costs - father seeks orders that mother pay his
costs on an indemnity basis - mother exhibited symptoms of schizophrenia - not considered just
to give significant weight to this matter - application dismissed
Johanson & Johanson (FedCFamC1A) - family law - application to have financial agreement
declared non-binding - requisite independent legal advice given - no error established against
findings of fact of primary judge - appeal dismissed
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Summaries With Link (Five Minute Read)
Earle & Earle [2022] FedCFamC1F 16
Federal Circuit and Family Court of Australia - Division 1 First Instance
Hannam J
Family law - costs - single expert concluded that the mother exhibited symptoms of
schizophrenia - father seeks orders that the mother pay his costs in the parenting proceedings
on an indemnity basis - the mother opposes the father's application and seeks that it be
dismissed - s117(2)(A) of the Family Law Act 1975 (Cth) considered - the father contends that
the mother's conduct in the proceedings warrants a costs order in his favour - the mother's
mental health was a significant concern in the parenting proceedings about which findings were
made - opinion of expert that the mother did not have any insight into her psychotic symptoms
or effect that they were having on her functioning - not considered just to make a costs order
against the mother in context of her mental health - each party bears their own costs - father's
application dismissed - order that he be reimbursed for funds paid by him representing mother's
half-share of the costs of the expert report - application dismissed.
Earle & Earle
[From Benchmark Friday, 24 June 2022]
Johanson & Johanson [2022] FedCFamC1A 74
Federal Circuit and Family Court of Australia - Division 1 Appellate Jurisdiction
Aldridge, Bennett and Howard JJ
Family law - appeal - property - appeal against orders dismissing an application to have a
financial agreement declared non-binding - parties separated, then entered into financial
agreement for division of property and providing for spousal maintenance - husband ceased
spousal maintenance - application made by wife seeking interlocutory orders under s90KA of
Family Law Act 1975 (Cth) - husband sought declaration that financial agreement not binding as
he was not provided with the independent legal advice required by s90G of the Act - husband’s
evidence contradicted evidence given by former solicitor - husband’s application dismissed and
declaration that financial agreement was binding - husband asserted the primary judge erred in
finding that the husband received independent legal advice before he signed the agreement asserted primary judge failed to give adequate reasons as to preference of evidence of former
solicitor - primary judge highlighted specific evidence as to advice provided to the husband
concerning rights and advantages and disadvantages of making the agreement - open to
primary judge to prefer former solicitor’s evidence - no error established - appeal dismissed appellant to pay respondent’s costs in a fixed sum.
Johanson & Johanson
[From Benchmark Friday, 24 June 2022]
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Poem for Friday
“Hope” is the thing with feathers (314)
By: Emily Dickinson (10 December, 1830 – 15 May, 1886)
Hope” is the thing with feathers That perches in the soul And sings the tune without the words And never stops - at all And sweetest - in the Gale - is heard And sore must be the storm That could abash the little Bird
That kept so many warm I’ve heard it in the chillest land And on the strangest Sea Yet - never - in Extremity,
It asked a crumb - of me.
Emily Dickinson https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Emily_Dickinson
Emily Dickinson Museum https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Emily_Dickinson_Museum
“Hope” is the thing with feathers, sung by Nazareth College Treble Choir, Linehan Chapel, Nazareth
College https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=gDlSo4hEzmE
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